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I N V I T A T I O N 
 
Launch of CONCORD Policy Paper on Migration and Development: ‘Coherence for 
migration and security – and what about development?’ 
and CONCORD-FORIM-ICMC paper ‘10 myths on migration and development’ 
 
Date  
Time 
Location  
 
Registration  
 

Wednesday 20 January 2016 
14:00 – 17:00  
Bread for the World EU Office 
Rue Joseph II 166, Brussels  
https://creator.zoho.com/concord2/events-
system/#Form:Event_Assistance?Reimbursement_Event=1570360000001747003.  
 

 

 
Both EU and national policy makers are pressed to urgently find appropriate and necessary policy 

responses to the shocking tragedies of migrant deaths in the Mediterranean and along various other 

migratory routes, ensuring the protection of their human rights and their adequate reception in the 

neighbouring countries as well as in Europe. They are also urged to develop and implement measures to 

tackle the root causes of forced migration and displacement.  

Europe’s Global Approach to Migration and Mobility (GAMM) has been significant in aiming to link 

migration policies with development, in line with the EU’s obligation to translate Policy Coherence for 

Development (PCD) into concrete policies and actions. The recent EU Agenda on Migration and the 

Valletta and Istanbul Summit meetings have taken this a step forward. At the start of the implementation of  

the newly adopted sustainable development goals (SDGs) it is important to see how these new 

commitments will contribute to the achievement of the EU development objectives and these SDGs.   

In this context, CONCORD, the confederation of development and relief NGOs in Europe, is honoured to 

invite you to the launch of its new Policy Paper ‘Coherence for migration and security – and what 

about development?’.
1
 The Paper reflects on how the migration-development nexus is handled in EU 

policies, and the extent to which these policies have or will contribute to sustainable development in 

developing countries. It offers recommendations on how to improve the coherence of policies, which we 

hope the upcoming Dutch EU Presidency will take forward.   

The event will take place in English only.  

Please be so kind to register your participation via https://creator.zoho.com/concord2/events-

system/#Form:Event_Assistance?Reimbursement_Event=1570360000001747003.  

We look forward to welcoming you! 

 

 

                                                   
1
 The Spotlight Policy Paper ‘Coherence for migration and security –  and what about development?’ is the last of 

a series of thematic policy papers, which together constitute the PCD Spotlight report of 2015.  For more information, 
please see: http://www.concordeurope.org/publications/item/421-spotlight-onpolicy-coherence-for-development-2015.  
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TENTATIVE PROGRAMME 

 

 

14:00 – 14.15  

 

Registration and coffee 

 

14:15 – 14:20  Welcome by Seamus Jeffreson, CONCORD Director 

 

14:20 – 14.35 Introduction to the migration-development nexus: some persistent myths on migration 

from a development perspective, Tiguida Camara - Coordination Sud/FORIM and 

Sophie Ngo-Diep - ICMC 

 

14:35 – 14.45 A personal perspective by Muhamad Ajamyie (from Syria) on how wrong public 

perceptions can influence policy making in Europe (tbc)  

 

14.50 – 15.10  Presentation of the Spotlight Policy Paper ‘Coherence for migration and security – and 

what about development?’, by Bob van Dillen - Caritas Europa/CORDAID 

 

15:10 – 16:00 Panel discussion moderated by Conny Reuter - SOLIDAR: how can EU migration 

policies be improved in order to make a more useful contribution to sustainable 

development and the realisation of human rights. 

 

With Ms Carmen Hagenaars (Head of International Cooperation and Trade - 

Netherlands EU Presidency), Mr Stefano Signore (Head of Unit - European 

Commission, DEVCO), Mr Pawel Busiakiewicz (Deputy Head of Unit - European 

Commission, HOME), Ms Cécile Riallant (Programme Manager - EC-UN Joint 

Migration and Development Initiative) and Ms Sophia Wirsching (Senior Policy 

Officer - Bread for the World). 

 

16:00 – 16:30  

 

Q&A 

 

16: 30 – 17:00       Drinks and snacks   

 

 

 


